
N 2 ALASKA LLC.
Transporter contract per 12 AAC 75.450

1. Clients Name and Signature.____________________________________________

2. Big game animals to be hunted.__________________________________________

3. Cost of flight to the hunt location._________________________________________
    Cost of return flight.____________________________________________________
    Cost of additional flight time for transportation of meat, Antlers, etc._______________
    OR:
    Flat rate fee per person:________________________________________________

    50% deposit in advance, balance required before transportation to the field, any  
    additional cost due immediately upon return from the field.

     Flights to destinations within 75 miles from the point of departure are limited to          
     775 lbs. of weight for the hunters, gear, meat etc.. Flights to destinations over 75
     miles, or small or high lakes, will require a reduction of weight as necessary.

4.  Deposits will be refunded if we can not fly due to weather.

5.  Services provided by N 2 ALASKA LLC. are for transportation only.

6.  Guide services are not provided.

7.  The client is responsible for salvage of the meat during the hunt.

8.  The client is responsible for salvage of the meat after the hunt unless the meat is                            
     legally transferred to a third party.

9.  Clients should provide there own satellite phone for communication with the      
     transporter.

10. The client is responsible for the cost of extra trips to transport meat if necessary.

11.  A licensed transporter may provide transportation services with accommodations   
       only at a permanent lodge, house, or cabin owned by the transporter or on a boat 
       with permanent living quarters located on salt water. A licensed transporter may not
       accompany or remain in the field with a big game hunter who is a client of the 
       transporter except as necessary to perform transportation services.

12.  A licensed transporter may not provide vehicles, fuel, camping, hunting, or game   
       processing equipment, or any hunting services such as skinning, caping, or 
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       cleaning of game, glassing, and packing in the field, including from a permanent 
       structure or on a boat on salt water.

Nicus David Hicks
Transporter license # 103350

_________________________
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